SMART BATTERY MONITOR
Ensure your TOUGHBOOK devices always
perform at their best.
The TOUGHBOOK Smart Battery Monitor keeps track of your devices’ batteries round the clock and alerts you in advance of
any potential battery failures.
When battery health deteriorates, the Smart Battery Monitor software automatically notifies you by sending an email to the
account you provide at purchase. This gives you the time you need to take action and ensure your devices maintain their
performance levels in the field.

The monitor has a two-level alert system:
Amber: alerts at approx. 65% health* (replacement required soon).
Red: alerts at 50% health (immediate replacement required).

The Smart Battery Monitor also provides real-time insights
via the cloud-based battery health dashboard, so you can
check on your devices’ health at any time.
SKU

DESCRIPTION

UKEESBAPN3-A

3-year Smart Battery Monitor software

*Percentage health available on Smart batteries only. Discharge rate will be displayed for non-smart batteries.

KEY BENEFITS
Predicts and eliminates battery issues.
The software works in the background and continuously
monitors battery performance. It is able to predict with
total precision when battery health is deteriorating.
Minimises cost.
By predicting when battery performance declines, the
software allows you to purchase a replacement battery
when required rather than holding stock for a period
of time. This ensures that every new battery starts
life at 100% health – and you avoid wasting money on
batteries that don’t get to work straight away.
Minimises downtime.
The Smart Battery Monitor eliminates the risk of
surprise failures in the field and allows you to plan
battery replacement in advance. Devices are never
out of action for long periods of time.

Maximises worker productivity.
Because your devices aren’t out of action for
prolonged periods, neither is your workforce.
Is compatible across all TOUGHBOOK devices.
The software can monitor battery health on our
complete range of notebooks, tablets and laptops.
Is highly scalable.
You can monitor anywhere between 50 and 50,000
devices from one dashboard.
Can be purchased at any time.
The software is available to you during and after
the point of sale of the device.

To learn more or to discuss your specific requirements, visit us at

business.panasonic.com.au/computer-product/panasonictoughbook-smart-battery-monitor

